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psi[6] ∼ dgamma(9,4)

psi[7] < − d + e # residuals of the violator at approximately 0

d ∼ dgamma(4,9)

e < − 1000

sigma[1]< −1/psi[1]
sigma[2]< −1/psi[2]
sigma[3]< −1/psi[3]
sigma[4]< −1/psi[4]
sigma[5]< −1/psi[5]
sigma[6]< −1/psi[6]
sigma[7]< −1/psi[7]
ph[1:2,1:2] ∼ dwish(R[1:2,1:2],4)

phx[1:2,1:2] < − inverse(ph[1:2,1:2])

}#end of model
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Chapter 7

Summary and Discussion

In this dissertation, I investigated approaches to assess dimensionality

with factor analysis methods. Within this framework dimensionality was

defined as the number of factors that is needed to describe all statistical

dependencies in the data (Lord & Novick, 1968; Zhang & Stout, 1999). I

examined to what extent factor analysis methods are suited to determine

the dimensionality in non–standard situations that are often encountered

in practice (i.e., discrete data, multilevel structure, and/or nonlinear rela-

tions). This dissertation focused on exploratory factor analysis (Chapters

2 and 3), the analysis of multilevel data (Chapter 3), measurement bias

(Chapters 4 and 5), and discrete data (Chapters 2, 3, and 4). Some new

models and practical guidance for the investigation of dimensionality were

provided.

In Chapter 2, we investigated the usefulness of exploratory factor

analysis (EFA) to assess the dimensionality of discrete data in a simula-

tion study. Results of different estimation methods (maximum likelihood

(ML), robust ML, ML of polychoric correlations, weighted least squares

(WLS), and robust WLS) demonstrated that the degree to which the

number of factors is correctly identified depends on data characteristics

(factor loading, sample size, and complexity of the factor structure). It

was striking that the residual based fit criteria related to the robust WLS

yielded results that were opposite to the results of residual based fit crite-

ria in the ML related estimation methods. Robust WLS turned out to be
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the best estimation method to assess the dimensionality of discrete data.

It appeared to be more efficient than WLS, and thus requires smaller sam-

ple sizes. The robust WLS also showed less convergence problems than

other investigated estimation methods. This is not surprising, because

from a theoretical perspective robust WLS is more suitable for discrete

data than ML related estimation methods. In general, it was difficult to

identify all simulated factors even with exact fit measures. To identify

major factors one can rely on the root mean square error of approxima-

tion or residual based fit indices. We encountered convergence problems

with all estimation methods, especially with large numbers of common

factors and small sample sizes. In practice, when we want to establish the

dimensionality of a single data set, we may be able to solve convergence

problems by choosing alternative identification constraints or by trying

other start values. It would be interesting to examine the convergence

with estimation methods other than the ones described in Chapter 2.

In Chapter 3, we addressed the issue of dimensionality in multilevel

(two–level) EFA of discrete data with an empirical example. In regular

multilevel EFA (i.e., without restrictions across levels) the numbers of

factors can be different in within–level and between–level factor solutions

(see, e.g., D’Haenens, Van Damme & Onghena, 2010). In this way la-

tent factors have different interpretations across clusters. To identify the

number of factors in a multilevel EFA, we compared a procedure without

across level restrictions to a procedure with across level restrictions. The

latter procedure is based on the assumption of an equal number of factors

at the within–level and the between–level. Herewith, we considered three

different ways of restricting the multilevel EFA structure. Across level

restrictions ensure that the factors have the same interpretation across

all clusters (i.e., measurement invariance across all clusters). Our empir-

ical example analysis showed that the procedure with additional across

level restrictions yielded results that were easier to interpret than the

procedure without across level restrictions. As we only used one empir-

ical dataset, further research with simulated data as well as with other

empirical data is needed to investigate whether this approach is generally

applicable.
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In Chapters 2 and 3, we considered the evaluation of dimensionality

of discrete data. As with continuous item responses, it is difficult to of-

fer general rules of thumb (e.g., Marsh et al., 2004). Chapter 2 only

offered some practical guidelines for model selection to determine the di-

mensionality of discrete data. Additionally, Chapter 3 showed that the

dimensionality cannot be evaluated on the basis of statistics with cut–off

levels only, but that substantive arguments are also important. In Chap-

ter 3 we therefore preferred the better interpretable three–factor model

over the better fitting four–factor model. The evaluation of dimensional-

ity of multilevel discrete data is more complicated than the evaluation of

single level data. This is so because the fit of multilevel EFA expresses

the combined (mis)fit at multiple levels. In Chapter 3 we only investi-

gated the residual based fit indices on each level separately. However,

we could extend this to other fit criteria. The research of Ryu & West

(2009) and Boulton (2011) might bring additional knowledge to take the

within– and between–level sample sizes into account in calculating level

specific fit criteria.

In Chapter 4, we presented the pairwise maximum likelihood (PML)

estimation method (Jöreskog & Moustaki, 2001) to analyze discrete data.

We compared the PML to the robust WLS that appeared to be the best

estimation method in Chapter 2. As there were no readily available fit

criteria for the PML method, we introduced three fit indices that were

based on likelihood ratios, namely CF (comparing the model–implied

proportions of response patterns with the observed proportions of full

response patterns), CM (comparing the model–implied proportions of re-

sponse patterns with the expected proportions under the assumption of

multivariate normality), and CP (comparing the model–implied propor-

tions of pairs of item responses to the observed proportions of pairs of

item responses). Results showed that the parameter estimates of the

PML and the robust WLS were very similar and that the CM and CP

fit criteria were useful in model selection. However, the CF fit indices

suffered from empty (i.e., not observed) response patterns and seemed

not useful in practice. Although the PML did not outperform the robust

WLS, the PML method might be advantageous from a theoretical and
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from a practical point of view. From a theoretical view, the PML is an

one–step method while the WLS is a multiple–step method that relies on

the polychoric correlations that need to be fixed in further steps. From a

practical view, we expect single step PML to perform better than WLS in

large datasets and incomplete data. Further research is needed to exam-

ine whether PML is suited in other conditions encountered in empirical

practice. In addition, it might be interesting to relate and compare the

new PML fit criteria with other implementable fit criteria, such as the

limited information fit criteria (Maydeu-Olivares, 2006; Maydeu-Olivares

& Joe, 2006).

In Chapters 5 and 6 we addressed the issue of measurement bias, which

is closely related to dimensionality. Originally, the restricted factor anal-

ysis (RFA) was suited to detect uniform bias only. In Chapter 5 we suc-

cessfully extended the RFA method with interaction effects, both through

the random slope parameterization (Muthén & Asparouhov, 2003) and

through moderated structural equations (Klein & Moosbrugger, 2000), so

that the RFA method can also detect nonuniform bias. In this study, the

parameter estimates that represent uniform and nonuniform bias were

reasonably efficient and accurate. Unexpectedly, the results of the two

conceptually different methods to estimate nonuniform bias were very

similar. This is probably due to the fact that they are based on the

same information and that they used the same robust maximum likeli-

hood estimation method. Results of the bias detection showed that the

restricted factor analysis (RFA) methods clearly outperformed the multi-

group factor analysis (MGFA) method in the detection of both uniform

and nonuniform bias when the violator is continuous. With a dichoto-

mous violator there was no noteworthy difference between the MGFA

and the RFA. Results of our simulation study suggested the use of an

iterative procedure instead of a single run procedure in bias detection, to

keep the Type I error rate under control.

In Chapter 6 we discussed a Bayesian approach to the detection of

both uniform and nonuniform measurement bias. Results of simulated

data indicated that highly informative priors as well as weakly informa-

tive priors (i.e., priors that do not assume measurement bias) resulted in
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accurate and efficient parameter estimates, when the violator was con-

tinuous. With a dichotomous observed violator we found less accurate

results due to a loss of information and a reduction of the effect size. Over-

all, a multiple run procedure produced better bias detection results than

a single run procedure. To detect bias, we recommend a liberal deviance

information criterion (DIC) cut–off value, as small DIC values are not

informative in model selection (see also Lee, 2007). We used the Gelman

& Rubin (1992) convergence statistic that appeared to be an appropri-

ate tool to determine convergence. The convergence of Bayesian RFA

estimation is subject of concern, as we encountered severe convergence

problems. Although we used the Raftery & Lewis (1992) diagnostic to

determine the number of iterations, we expect that even more iterations

are needed to avoid convergence problems. To avoid non–convergence in

practice we recommend to choose more Monte Carlo chains with different

initial values for each of the parameters, trying more iterations, and/or

changing the initial values of the chains in empirical data. Convergence

properties for a variety of settings, including a variety of sample sizes,

can be an important topic for future research.

In Chapters 5 and 6 we showed that measurement bias can be effi-

ciently investigated with both the frequentist and the Bayesian approach.

We described the strengths and weaknesses of both approaches, so that

researchers can make an informed decision.

In conclusion, I presented factor analysis approaches to assess dimension-

ality. Classical FA methods are only appropriate for linear relationships

between variables with multivariate normally distributed continuous item

scores. In this dissertation, I investigated the usefulness of both classi-

cal FA and generalizations thereof to assess the dimensionality in com-

plicated data structures. Under the conditions studied here, the factor

analysis models seemed to be able to handle discrete responses, nonlinear

relations, and multilevel structures.

In this dissertation I only studied approaches within a factor analysis

framework. It would be interesting to compare the results of Chapter 2

with those of classical methods, such as the parallel analysis, or other
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exploratory methods such as non–parametric item response theory (IRT)

models. It would also be interesting to compare the nonlinear models

presented in Chapters 5 and 6 with the IRT models as presented by

Molenaar (2012), who tested nonnormality (including interaction effects).

In addition, one could compare the multilevel models studied in Chapter

3 with the Bayesian or frequentist IRT oriented multilevel models (e.g.,

Verhagen, 2012).


